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         Decentraland (MANA)
 

Decentraland price have officially bounced off the
$2 support level. A sharp spike in buying is likely to
propel MANAUSD by 50% to the $4 value zone. 

The asset continues to chart local peaks by
exceeding $2.7 for the first time since the
beginning of February. At the moment of this
analysis, MANAUSD has stalled recent gains and
traders are waiting for the short correction to end
before adding new long positions.  In order for
MANA to reclaim the $4-$3.5 value area, bulls
need a closure above $3 on the weekly timeframe.
If buyers don't hold the current momentum, the
price will struggle to break the next resistance and
the price could go back to the $2 historical low. 
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Over the past 2 weeks, The Sandbox's price rose over
40% from $2.70 to almost $4. At the moment,
SANDUSD's price faces exhaustion after its recent gains,
causing a minor retracement. Regardless of the pullback,
on the weekly timeframe, SAND is still at a key demand
zone, suggesting the possibility of a significant run-up.
For the price to kick-start another rally, the asset must
close above the $4 psychological level.  An ascent to at
least the $5 resistance would constitute a 45% gain for
investors that are willing to seize the opportunity. 

Sandbox's positive fundamentals are impacting its price
action with its most notable being the latest partnership
with HSBC who have been engaging with esports and
gaming fans with plans to buy and develop a virtual plot
of land. 
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Axie reclaimed back the $70 level last week and has
remained around that zone ever since. The asset
marked several consecutive highs which show that bulls
are back in full control. 

AXS is experiencing a short-term correction on the 1-
hour and lower timeframes but is still bullish on higher
timeframes including 1 day and above. The asset has
already broken the descending trendline created in the
last few months of 2021 and appears to be heading 
 toward the next key supply zone of $90 to $100. 
 Although on the intra-day timeframes it can be seen
that momentum and demand are in favour of the bears,
on the long-term timeframes the asset has already
printed an inflection point. A session close beneath $70
could spark a lower timeframe bearish bias, which could
see AXSUSD drop to the $50 area once again. A
session close above $80 would confirm a bullish outlook
and is likely to provide a buying opportunity.
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Theta Network (THETA)
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Theta price action has also turned green as Bitcoin
soared above $40,000. Similar to other metaverse-
altcoins, THETAUSD charted impressive gains by
adding over 60% in the last 2 weeks.  The pair has
experienced almost no price fluctuations until today as
the asset is witnessing a short-term pullback around the
$5 resistance level. If the price manages to close above
the $5 area, THETA will reclaim $6 and probably $7.  

For bulls to have full control over the market, the price
must also break the descending channel that has been
respected since several months ago.  At the point that
technical pattern is invalidated, buyers can be certain of
another leg up. 
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Enjin is still among the market cap leaders in the
metaverse ranking, with a price increase of over
50% in the last 2 weeks. ENJUSD has neared $2
and has remained above $1.9 in the last market
session.  Similar to the other altcoins in this technical
analysis, ENJ has seen some modest gains and is
now retracing from weekly resistances. 

Enjin also has important fundamentals possibly
affecting the price as the company has launched its
flagship parachain, Efinity, on Polkadot. As the first-
ever NFT parachain to launch on the Polkadot
network, Efinity will support CryptoBlades and its 1.1
million users, with additional commitment from over
100 games and apps. The chain is going to remove
the barriers to entry to NFTs and decentralised
gaming, simplifying the user experience.
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Illuvium (ILV)
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ILV has been able to push past the $600 area
and is currently showing exhaustion of
momentum around a clear supply zone. On the
4-hour chart, the pair continued to show the
presence of bearish momentum as it was in
overbought territory with a value of $650.
Nonetheless, on the 1-day chart and above bulls
seem to still have full control. 

Traders are waiting for a closure above the
$800-$700 area to increase their lot sizes on long
positions. If the next resistance level is cleared
out investors will be looking for a 30% ROI
around the $800 value area. 
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Gala (GALA)
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GALA has added over 40% in profits in the last 3
weeks, with its price rising from $0.2 to almost
$0.3. The coin is currently retesting a former area
of support as supply, therefore, if bulls manage to
close above $0.28, another leg to the upside could
be seen.

Traders are currently monitoring the price as the
$0.25 zone is an area where sellers had been
strong in recent weeks.  If momentum sustains, the
price could head towards the next resistance at
$0.35, providing a 30% ROI for investors. 
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Ultra (UOS)
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In the past week, UOS has been forming lower highs
as the descending wedge formation is still being
respected. The asset has been ranging from $1.5
and $1 with no major breakouts.  Similar to other
gaming tokens, the price saw a strong rally due to the
general market momentum, making the price bounce
from the ascending trendline. 

The current triangular range formation can be seen
as consolidation before the next major move for
UOS. Traders are cautiously waiting for a breakout
before taking any further long positions. If the wedge
gets broken to the upside, the price could potentially
head back towards the next resistance at $1.5 and
$2. If the price fails to sustain its bullish momentum,
the $1 support area is likely to be the next target for
bears. 
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WAX (WAXP)
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In the weekly chart, WAXE has been behaving
extremely bullish, with the asset increasing over 30%
in less than 2 weeks. The last weekly candle is clearly
showing a reversal as well as a breakout from the
descending channel highlighted in blue. Traders are
now expecting the price to steadily climb back to the
$450 or even the $500 area. If this week's candle fails
to close as a Bullish Engulfing, bears will take it as a
signal of a slowdown of bullish momentum.

Overall, on the larger timeframes, the market structure
for the asset is bullish. Even though a small pullback
could be witnessed, the asset is likely to retest at
higher levels due to the fact that it has been at
oversold levels for several weeks now. 
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